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Cherokee Nation 
www.cherokee.org 

 

REQUEST FOR BIDS 
 

T-SHIRTS  
for 

Wings Races 
 

ADDENDUM 01 
 

 
 

 
Cherokee Nation Acquisition 

On behalf of the 
Healthy Nation Program 

 
 

Bid Due Date:  January 24, 2020 by 5:00 p.m. 
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CHEROKEE NATION 

BID REQUEST 

T-SHIRTS – WINGS RACES 

ADDENDUM 01 

 

The following questions and/or requests for clarification were received 

by the deadline stipulated in the Request for bid. 

 

Question: We are a non-profit and are not a TERO certified company. 

Does the Cherokee Nation already have several companies that 

do this line of work that are TERO certified? 

Response: The Cherokee Nation will accept and consider bids from non-

TERO certified companies. 

 

 

Question: We have a comp shirt that would save some money but we can 

also quote the exact shirt requested. Would you prefer we just 

bid the exact shirt, the comp or both as we can also provide 

samples of both shirts. 

Response: The Cherokee Nation will accept bids for equal to or better 

product.  Per the instructions in the bid packet, specifications 

for product being offered, if it is not the exact product listed in 

the specifications, must be included with the bid response.  One 

(1) bid response per company will be accepted. 

 

 

Question: Do you have art work for each of the races and   Cherokee 

Nation Public Health Logo will be on each shirt. Race logos 

will be different for each race?  We really need it to make sure 

are quote is accurate. 

Response:    All races will have different race theme logos.  All races will 

have the same Public Health Logo. Bid needs to have an overall design 

cost (art proof/design fee) for each race up to two hours.   

 

 

Question: Do they do medals for the races as well/Is there a bid out there 

for medals and maybe I missed it. If they do them. 

Response: We have medals for each race.  No bid for medals 
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Question: I am looking at the specs for these shirts and the DM130 nor the 

DM132 come in 5 X, do you want just a regular 50/50 Port & 

Company blend quoted for the 5X if it comes close in color? 
  

District does not go up to 5X in any item. 

Response:    Whatever the vendor can provide for 5x will be fine as long 

as the color is the same and close to blend style.   

 

 

Question: The sample of shirt to be provided with submittal. Is this a 

colored shirt? Also is there a specific size? And is it to be 

printed? 

Response:    Colored.  Medium or XL if available.  Printing is not 

necessary.  If vendor has/ needs to send printed shirt, any print is fine as 

long as it’s the shirt style requested. 

 

 

Question: The  DM130 nor the DM132 have size 5X available. Do you 

want a regular 50/50 blend in size 5X, tho the colors may or 

may not match. 

Response:   Whatever the vendor can provide for 5x will be fine as long 

as the color is the same and close to blend style.   

 

 

 

Question: We have received the bid request for T-shirt for Wings 

Races.  We are very interested in finding a successful solution 

for your needs.  As we work through the bid requirements, 

which are very detailed with product expectations, needs, and 

quantities,  we have noticed there is not a garment color 

specified.  Can you please verify garment color or colors 

needed? 

Response:     Each race is different and each color of shirt is different 

yearly.  Race director will select color option with the color option 

available from vendor.   

 

 

Question: Style DM130/DM132 does not come in a 5XL, is there a 

different style y'all would like? 

Response:     
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Whatever the vendor can provide for 5x will be fine as long as the color 

is the same and close to blend style.   

 

 

Question: The  DM130 nor the DM132 have size 5X available. Do you 

want a regular 50/50 blend in size 5X, tho the colors may or 

may not match. 

Response:      Whatever the vendor can provide for 5x will be fine as 

long as the color is the same and close to blend style.   

 

  

Question: So needed to know what color is the t-shirt? Or will that be all 

different colors?   

Response:      Each race is different and each color of shirt is different 

yearly.  Race director will select color option with the color option 

available from vendor.   

 

 

 

Question: The logo that goes on the front of the shirt is it a full shirt logo 

or is it a pocket size logo? 

Response:    The race themed logo is a full shirt size logo on front.  

Cherokee Nation Public Health logo and sponsor logos are 

pocket size on back.  
 

 

Question: Is the back a full shirt logo?  

Response:      Yes.  The race themed logo is a full shirt size logo on front.  

Cherokee Nation Public Health logo and sponsor logos are 

pocket size on back.  
 

 

Question: And will it be the same logo on every shirt or will it be 

different? 

Response:      Each race is different and the themed logo for that race 

will be different.   The Cherokee Nation Public Health logo will be the 

same.  Sponsor logos will be different 

 

Question: On the sample shirt you are looking to have shipped, Can it be 

any print with color that we are currently running for our clients 
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or is it required to be your seal?  If it needs to be your seal can 

you provide us with your design/source files and give us 

permission to print for this purpose? 

Response:    Any print is fine as long as it’s the shirt style requested. If 

available, either a medium or XL size shirt preferred.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


